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We design and craft quality 
window shades that delight 
our customers and exceed 
their expectations.

“I have dealt with Sun Glow for over 20 years. 
I support local, Canadian businesses. I support 
businesses run by women. The products are excellent 
quality and the service has always been exceptional.”

- Maria Carrusca, Drapes and More
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Sun Glow’s fabric collections are regularly 
updated to both meet and anticipate the 
needs of several distinct marketplaces.  
From fresh colour palettes and contemporary 
designs to LEED point accumulation and  
in-demand safety certifications, Sun Glow 
fabric has it all.

Fabrics



“The customer service is 
second to none and the 
feeling of importance as a 
dealer is a key reason on why 
we continue to do business 
with Sun Glow.” 

- Kevin Slack, 

  Sunshade Blinds and Drapes

Sun Glow’s Interlude™ system elegantly 
combines transparent fabric with opaque 
or room darkening vanes for total control 
over privacy and light filtering. These vanes 
cascade around the system allowing you to 
determine the perfect light and atmosphere 
for any room.

Interlude



The Illusions™ system offers both soft, 
filtered light and total privacy. Control the tilt 
of the opaque vanes in gradual increments 
to achieve the precise light levels you desire. 
A unique bottom bar features a custom 
weighting system for zero light penetration 
across the bottom.

“It’s important for a small business to have 
a close relationship with their suppliers, and 
we are pleased to enjoy such a long-standing 
successful partnership with Sun Glow. We 
know that we can trust them to provide 
innovative products of excellent quality with 
modern designs and fabrics that continue to 
prove very popular with our clients. We’ve 
found their service exceptional – always 
available with expert knowledge and helpful 
solutions.“ 

 - Kate & Mark,  
   Better Blinds and Drapery

Illusions



Light & Privacy, All in One

Designed to combine two fabrics in one  
system, each shade is operated separately for 
precise control of light and privacy.

* Slimmer, more compact design fits in 
shallow window frames.

* Fascia blocks light seepage at the top of 
the window. 

* Each shade can be independently set as 
standard or reverse roll orientation.

* Side channels available for back shade.
* Chain or motorized operation.
* Compatible with SG Automation, Somfy 

motors, Zero Gravity, Interlude, Illusions and 
Safety Shield.
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Weightless 
Shades
Zero Gravity is Sun Glow’s 
premiere chainless operation 
system.  With this system 
the shade is perfectly 
counterbalanced, and 
can be raised or lowered 
with a touch of the finger.  
Compatible with all roller 
shade and Interlude systems.

Click to play a quick 
Zero Gravity demo

Zero G
ravity

https://filedn.com/lkm5O5AzyMUQoB4pAxPAElH/mysunglow.com/demo/ZeroGravityDemoLoop.mp4


Simple, Smooth, Silent

The Roller Shade chainless system made 
simply and for small shades.

* Speed reducer/spring technology provides 
slow rise

* Upper limit easily adjustable on site without 
losing spring tension

* Curved valance provides a clean and 
finished look

* One bracket type and one snap-on 
aluminum valance for quick and effortless 
installation

* Compatible with all Sun Glow Roller Shade fabrics
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Pull the shade down, 
a quick tug brings it back up 

Pull shades down by the bottom bar or shade 
pull.

* Completely chainless operation
* Easy to operate by retracting with a light tug
* Fits jamb depths of 2.5” for inside flush mount
* Shipped as a completely tested unit with no 

assembly required
* Mounting brackets and shade holder make 

for a simple installation
* Smart lock and snap release allow for easy 

dismounting when required
* Safe for spaces with small children
* Available in the curved cassette or with 

open roll headrail
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Multiple Sizing Options
For Both Manual and 
Motorized Systems

V102 (102mm)V84 (84mm)

Modular Design
For Both V84 and V102

Regular Roll

Reverse Roll

Vision is Sun Glow’s next-gen roller shade system. It provides solutions to 
many of the problems encountered by competing roller shade products.

* Delivered as a completely assembled unit. 

* Pre-balanced and tested to ensure ideal performance.

* Unique floating system allows for post-installation leveling and adjustments.

* Can be controlled by chain, Neo chainless, or automation.

* Modular design for cost-effective configurations.

* Minimal symmetrical light gap offers greater solar control and a 
balanced aesthetic appearance.

* Counter balanced system allows the shade to be drawn by the bottom 
bar without damaging the clutch.

vision
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Multiple Sizing Options
For Both Manual and 
Motorized Systems

Modular Design
For Both V84 and V102
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Vision is Sun Glow’s next-gen roller shade system. It provides solutions to 
many of the problems encountered by competing roller shade products.

* Delivered as a completely assembled unit. 

* Pre-balanced and tested to ensure ideal performance.

* Unique floating system allows for post-installation leveling and adjustments.

* Can be controlled by chain, Neo chainless, or automation.

* Modular design for cost-effective configurations.

* Minimal symmetrical light gap offers greater solar control and a 
balanced aesthetic appearance.

* Counter balanced system allows the shade to be drawn by the bottom 
bar without damaging the clutch.

Safety Shield
Protect What Matters Most

Safety Shield is a simple sliding chain guard 
that can be installed on any new or existing 
chain operated roller shade, and has been 
approved for use with chain operated shades 
under the new industry standards for child 
safety. Also, Safety Shield is compatible with 
any chain & clutch system, and can be retrofit 
onto any installed roller shade.

*   Makes all of our shades, with chain 
systems, child safe
*   Easy to install
*   Guards are available at all lenghts
*   Offered in bulk for creating your own 
shade systems



Let Sunlight in,  
Maintain Privacy

By simply inverting the roller shade, Atlas 
finds new harmony and balance between 
daylight and personal privacy.  Covering 
windows from the bottom up obscures 
sight lines, and the top opening permits the 
warmth and radiance of natural light.

* Powered by Somfy Motors
* Can make with V84, V12 or Fascia’s at 

bottom and spring box on top
* Compatible with all Sun Glow Roller Shade 

Fabrics
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Skylights Made Beautiful 

With complete control over daylight at 
any angle, The Nimbus System helps you 
maintain comfortable temperatures year 
round.

* Powered by a Somfy Motors

* Can make with V84, V102 or Fascia’s at one end and 
spring box at the other

* Available in white or anodized to complement a variety of decor

* Bottom Bar connects to guide rails and support bars 
provided to minimize fabric sagging

* Symmetrical light gaps for a balanced appearance

* Choose from Sun Glow’s impressive collection  
of exclusive roller shade fabrics

* Can be installed as a stand alone system, integrated 
into a smart home system, or integrated into a building 
management system
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Slim Roman Shades
Add a luxurious and sophisticated feel to a room.

* The headrail profile allows you to install in 
window frames with shallow mounting depths

* New clutch design allows for smooth 
operation with all of our chain options

* Easy snap-in installation with simple, flexible 
mounting brackets

* Velcro-attached fabric front to enhance the 
aesthetic of your shades

Motorized Roman Shades
Classic sophistication with perfect automation.

* Compatible with small and large windows
* Wide range for motorized control using SG Rechargeable and Somfy motors
* Velcro-attached fabric front to enhance the aesthetic of your shades
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Sun Glow’s technical support team is readily 
available to all of our dealers. Our product gurus 
can simplify any installation or configuration.

 

SG Automation motors are simple and affordable: 

* The powerful SG Rechargeable motor has a built in 
rechargeable battery, compatible with all wireless 
controls, which includes the SG connector smart home. 

* SG Mini is a mighty small motor that can be 
powered via cable, battery, or solar panel, and is 
compatible with all wireless controllers. 

* SG Wand is ultra affordable and intuitive with its 
easy to use with it’s detachable wand.

“These new Sun Glow motors not only pass the test 
but exceeded my expectations.  After installing the 
wall mount for the remote, I was able to operate all 
windows from one location in my kitchen including 
blinds that were way up at the front of my home.“

- James Monsees,  
Devine Blinds & Drapery
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Sun Glow’s Somfy experts can help you set up 
everything from simple RTS automation, to home 
integration, as well as intelligent Somfy Digital 
Networks and building integration systems.

Somfy TaHoma® puts you in the driver’s seat 
and allows you to control your motorized window 
coverings, awnings, screens, and rolling shutters 
with a smartphone, tablet, or the sound of your 
voice. Prefer to pick up your phone to close the 
shades when there’s too much glare? Or are you 
itching to try voice commands using Amazon Alexa 
or Google Home? Your smart home, your choice 
with TaHoma®

Som
fy



Add some Style and Flare 
to your Shades
The Accessories collection consists of 
attractive, contemporary braids and pulls 
that can be combined to create unique, 
individual window treatments.

A
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Sun Glow offers unique 
customization possibilities. 

Add personality and distinction 
with Swarovski crystal.
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Every Wall a Canvas
Enables designers to create unique, custom themes 
for clients that reflect their taste, personality, and 
lifestyle. Available as both custom wallpaper and 
the printing of decorative art on shade fabrics, 
Expressions empowers our customers to create  
unique and personalized décor.

Is this real barnwood, 
or is it Expression wallpaper?

Your eyes might be tricking you, because it’s 
Expressions wallpaper.  When we use high 
resolution photography or vector art our digital 
press can produce incredible image quality.

Expressions

Pattern
Replication
Our graphic artists can 
replicate most patterns for 
total room coordination



Graphic Shades
Using a sophisticated digital printer, Sun Glow 
can print almost anything you can imagine in full 
colour on our window shade vinyl, sun screens, 
and trevira fabrics – from promotional images 
for commercial clients to an added element of 
personal expression through one’s home.

G
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Contract Confidence
Sun Glow equips our dealers with the confidence and 
know-how required to enter the lucrative contract shading 
market. We educate and advise our clients on an array of 
industry topics including LEED point contribution, intelligent 
automation systems, and key quoting tactics. Sun Glow’s 
contract team of knowledgeable and experienced 
professionals is your key to success.

C
ontract

Equipped for 
Accuracy
Sun Glow supports you with 
detailed and clear 
Architectural Resources

Contract Quoting
We offer custom quotes and estimations to help keep  

you competitive. Sun Glow and its dealers are partners in success;  
we will help you win those large contracts.



Our sales representatives are experts in  
the shading industry. Their experience  
and commitment to our dealers make  
them an incredibly valuable resource for 
your business. 
 
Book your first consultation today.

Sharon Chan
Western Region Sales Representative

sharon@mysunglow.com

647-632-4945

With years of sales experience, and a 
passion for balancing design and function 
makes Sharon a great resource for Sun 
Glow clients and customers. She’s always 
excited to help make your next project the 
best one yet!

Rem
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mailto:sharon%40mysunglow.com?subject=


Useful Sales Tools
Our Expressions Wallpaper display shows 
off Sun Glow’s digital printing capabilities 
in a simple showroom accessory.  We offer 
several other sales tools as well includeing 
openness samples, installation kits, and more!

The Sun Glow 
Fabric Collection
Sun Glow’s fabric collection shows off our 
famous catalogue of exclusive fabrics using 
large swatches.  Each swatch has all the 
information you’ll need to help your clients 
select fabric with confidence and ease.

Multi-Tier Display

This wall-mounted display is perfect for 
compact spaces. 

Each display is customizable to display from 
3 to 6 shades which measure 24” to 60” in 
width.

Sales Tools



Online Resources
Find helpful installation videos and documents for 
all of our products on mysunglow.com.

SG Retail Price Guide
Provides detailed product specifications, price 
breakdowns, and more.  Download your copy from 
your SG Online account.

SG Online

Our digital order forms make writing orders clear and efficient. All of our product limitations are 
pre-programmed into SG Online, it’s like having one of our product engineers check your order to 
guarantee that it will look and function beautifully.

The quoting module makes it easy to generate quotes to send to your clients.  
Click here to register for your own SG Online account.  Already have an account, go to SG Online.

O
rdering

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdmgskHYa0PCfU9brtPMCiUvfjjdEsQvDE44oPZozs2Ok75CQ/viewform
https://orderforms.mysunglow.com/
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Local

Our proprietary systems require numerous 
custom made components such as extruded 
aluminum and molded plastics. Sun Glow is 
proud to support local manufacturers and 
suppliers in order to produce quality end 
products with the fewest possible carbon 
emissions.

Brilliant

Our in-house engineers and industrial designers 
develop uniquely superior products and 
perform stringent testing on all our products. By 
designing, testing, and manufacturing in-house, 
Sun Glow maintains high quality and reliability of 
our complete product line.

Efficient 

Sun Glow keeps costs down through technically 
advanced production methods. Robotic cutting 
tables, rotating fabric storage, and thorough 
product testing all contribute to reduced 
production times, fewer wasted materials, and 
Sun Glow’s peerless accuracy.

Proudly Canadian



Sun Glow Window Covering 
Products of Canada Ltd.

 
50 Hollinger Road, Toronto, ON, M4B 3G5

phone:
phone toll free:

fax: 
fax toll free:

email:
website:

SG Online:

416-266-3501
1-800-668-1728

416-266-5484
1-877-245-9943

info@mysunglow.com 
mysunglow.com
orderforms.mysunglow.com
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http://www.mysunglow.com
http://www.mysunglow.com
https://goo.gl/06D2sW
https://goo.gl/CCZD2V
https://goo.gl/aivWBU
https://goo.gl/nf5ahG
https://goo.gl/2HQBGU
https://goo.gl/P8lvTJ

